
FALL ON SNOW, CLIMBING UNROPED, PARTY SEPARATED 
Washington, Mount Rainier
On the morning of Ju ly  17, 1981, Peter Brookes (26) and Robert Schreiber (29) were 
climbing Liberty Ridge on M ount Rainier. They were climbing unroped and started their 
climb that day from Thum b Rock (10,800 feet).

Brookes and Schreiber lost visual contact with each other around 9:00 a.m., when Brookes 
proceeded ahead of Schreiber after crossing to the east side of the ridge crest onto a steep 
snowslope leading to the top of the “Black Pyramid.” Brookes was last seen at the 12,500- 
foot level just above the Black Pyramid. W hile completing the route to the summit, Schreiber 
was unable to reestablish visual contact with Brookes. Upon reaching Camp Schurman at 
4:00 p.m., he reported Brookes missing. A search was initiated which lasted until 10:40 a.m. 
when Brookes’ body was recovered near the center of the west face of Liberty Ridge at about 
the 10,000-foot level.

Schreiber was interviewed again after being notified that his climbing partner had been 
found dead and his body recovered.

Schreiber provided the following additional information. Brookes had been granted a 
leave-of-absence from work (M cDonnell-Douglas Astronautics Company, Huntington 
Beach, California) to travel and climb in the Pacific Northwest. They had left the Los 
Angeles area on Ju n e  24, 1981 and were due back approximately August 3–4.

They had selected five climbs as their goals: (1) Liberty Ridge (M ount Rainier); (2) N orth 
Ridge (M ount Stuart); (3) Coleman Headwall (M ount Baker); (4) Price Glacier (M ount 
Shuksan); (5) W est Ridge (Forbidden Peak). They also intended to climb other peaks as 
time and inclination dictated.

Schreiber mentioned that Brookes had kept a brief diary of the trip in his (Schreiber’s) car. 
Schreiber and Ranger J . Krambink retrieved the diary, which was written in a 3" ×  5" 
spiral notebook. Krambink gave Schreiber a property receipt for the diary as it might pos
sibly be of value in the investigation of the possible causes of Brookes’ accident. This docu-



m ent provided a good summary of Brookes’ activities from the start of the trip in Los Angeles 
on Ju n e  24 until the two men began their climb of Liberty Ridge on Ju ly  14.

Brookes and Schreiber had done research on the Liberty Ridge route prior to their 
attem pt by reading Fifty Classic Climbs of North America by Steve Roper and Allen Steck. 
They had photocopies of pages 106– 11 with them.

They also had read Cascade Alpine Guide: Columbia R iver to Stevens Pass by Fred Beck- 
ey. T hey hand copied the information from pages 116–18 for reference.

They had hiked or climbed every day since Ju ly  3 without a significant break.
On Ju ly  14, they drove to Sportm an’s Park (State Park), Yakima to shower and prepare 

their packs for the attempt of Liberty Ridge on M ount Rainier. They had spent the previous 
night in an apple orchard.

They arrived at W hite River at 4:30 p.m. and registered at the H iker Center for the climb 
of Liberty Ridge. Schreiber said they w ere informed by Ranger Jim  Eggleston of the w eath
er forecast and of the specific hazards of rockfall and icefall on the ridge. They were advised 
to take some screws and pickets. They were also advised that although the route is not 
recommended for this la te  in the season , it w a s  in  good condition  “fo r  th is tim e o f the 
y e a r .”

They arrived at W hite River Campground around 5:00 p.m., hiked into the upper Glacier 
Basin and camped on the mine tailings.

At 6:00 a.m. on Ju ly  15, they hiked over St. Elmo Pass and across the W inthrop Glacier, 
Curtis Ridge (Camp) and the Carbon Glacier where they had to routefind well to the west of 
Liberty Ridge because of large crevasses; they then cut back east to ascend the ridge. (Schrei
ber pointed out their approximate route on the diagram on page 117 of Beckey’s guidebook.) 
T hey then climbed the ridge unroped to Thum b Rock, arriving at Thum b Rock at approx
imately 4:30 p.m. T he decision to climb unroped was discussed briefly beforehand and was 
based on the danger of rockfall observed while approaching the base of the ridge.

At 4:15 a.m. on Ju ly  16, Brookes and Schreiber awoke at Thum b Rock. Around 5:30 or 
6:00 a.m., Brookes put the rope under the back flap of his pack (inside his ensolite pad) and 
they started climbing. T here  was no discussion as to w hether or not they would climb roped 
or unroped. Peter merely put the rope in his pack and Schreiber did not question the move. 
T hey climbed unroped above Thum b Rock. Brookes was in the lead at all times.

They ascended the narrow  gully above Thum b Rock and then climbed eastward to a point 
w here they crossed the ridge crest where they stopped briefly. This was the last time they 
w ere together. From  this point, Brookes, who was stronger, climbed ahead of Schreiber; they 
w ere still unroped. Although they did not discuss staying together, Schreiber said Brookes 
could make better time. They both ascended the snowslope on the east side of the ridge 
toward the top of the Black Pyramid. They were climbing unroped, with Brookes in the lead 
by about 300–500 feet, to a point (located by Schreiber on the diagram on page 117 of 
Beckey’s guidebook) between one third and midway up the snowslope (mentioned previous
ly) which leads to the top of the Black Pyramid. From this point, Brookes increased the 
distance between himself and Schreiber.

Around 9:00 a.m., Schreiber lost visual contact with Brookes. H e  last saw Brookes ascend
ing the top of the snowslope leading to the top of the Black Pyramid where the slope breaks 
and the angle of the slope decreases. T he elevation at this point was approximately 12,500 
feet.

At 9:30 a.m., Schreiber saw what he described as “an object, something silver, perhaps a 
w ater bottle” fly up in the air in the spindrift from the top of the Black Pyramid. H e saw a 
“moving object in the snow” (the exact size was difficult to determ ine due to the distance



involved and the scale of mountain) fall out of view. Schreiber said the item “fell 
towards …  below the Liberty W all.” About the same time, he heard what he described as 
a “muffled sound, not a mountain sound.”

Schreiber continued climbing, following Brookes’ tracks intermittently where the wind 
had not obscured them or the surface was not too hard to leave any trace. H e  estimated that 
30 minutes after he saw the object fall, he reached the point just above the Black Pyramid. 
H e was able to follow Brookes’ tracks to a point about 50– 100 feet below the top of the Black 
Pyramid. H ere the surface of the snow varied from deep powder to hard windslab. T he 
tracks that were visible seemed to head toward the top of the Pyramid. Schreiber did not 
notice any disturbance of the snow along the way.

Schreiber said he left large tracks in the snow from the top of the Black Pyramid to near 
the bergschrunds just below Liberty Cap. His tracks were not blown over or obscured quick
ly by the wind. H e  saw no sign of any tracks preceding his leading to the top of Liberty Cap 
and on to the summit. Upon reaching the summit, Schreiber met a member of the Torrey 
party which had a problem with a fatigued party member in the summit crater. Together 
they descended the Emmons Glacier to Camp Schurman where they reported the two prob
lems to NPS personnel.

Schreiber rem em bered seeing Brookes stop only twice while climbing between Thum b 
Rock and the point at which he was last seen. Schreiber estimated the duration of these 
breaks as not more than two or three minutes each.

“Brookes has always pushed hard on climbs,” Schreiber said. “ I cannot predict P eter’s 
behavior. Peter has got pissed at me before and left me on technical sections of climbs. H e is 
really unpredictable. Peter feels everything is easy while on it. H e  is a risk taker on white- 
water. Peter gets pissed off when held up.” Brookes is “generally confident” but “takes 
chances”; he has climbed unroped in the past.

W hen Krambink asked if Schreiber considered Brookes a “risk taker” as a climber, he 
said, “Yes.”

Schreiber said the two of them had not discussed any plans to meet or leave messages 
when they last talked to one another at the point where they crossed the ridge crest to the 
snowfield which ascends to the top of Black Pyramid. Nothing was discussed, they “just 
separated.”

Schreiber brought up one change in climbing technique which may or may not be signif
icant: he noted from following Brookes’ tracks to the top of the Black Pyramid that while 
Brookes had utilized French climbing technique almost all the way to the top of the snow
slope which leads to the top of the Black Pyramid, Brookes’ footprints showed that he had 
changed to a front-pointing technique for the last part of this steeper section of the slope. H e 
thought it seemed a bit unusual, almost as if Brookes had become a bit “freaked” toward the 
top of the slope.

T he two men had been climbing partners for approximately two to three years. Although 
Schreiber was uncertain, he thought he had known Brookes since approximately April 
1979.

N either had had any previous experience on M ount Rainier prior to their climb of Liberty 
Ridge. Brookes had just completed the N orth Cascades Alpine School, a basic snow and ice 
school, course (June 28 to Ju ly  3, 1981). (Source: J .  Krambink, Ranger, M ount Rainier 
National Park)
Analysis
It is almost impossible not to compare some of the circumstances of this situation with the



M ooney and Fowler accident on the same route in M ay, particularly as both took place 
within two months, making the stories even more dramatic. T here  has been a longstanding 
issue among climbers regarding guidebooks and climbing “gazetteers.” Is the traffic on a 
given climb or in a given climbing area increased as a result of publicity? Several guidebooks 
have not been written because of strong feelings that climbing traffic would increase as a 
result. T here  are other issues here as well. Most salient is what happens when two quite 
strong but differing personalities merge for a climb of this intensity. (Source: J . W illiam
son)


